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Abstract
Nowadays, videos and images dimensions are improved from 1D and 2D images into 3D or
4D (3 spatial dimension + time) images / videos. The improvement for these video data file
were also increased the size of the data. Therefore, single and small storage is not enough
for storing them. To overcome the problem, grid-based file storage service is introduced.
However, the quality-of-service is very important for this applications and service. Therefore,
several of quality-of-service requirements such as delay for data transmission, average CPU
time per chunk used, and the total download time for a complete video file are need to
be investigate. In this paper, our grid-based file storage test bed architecture, and the
previous existing multimedia file splitting techniques will be discussed. Besides, our new
multimedia file splitting technique – “Exponential-And-Uniform-based Splitting Technique” is
also being proposed.
Keywords: Grid computing, file splitting technique, video file, data storage, medical video
file
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the early of 1990s, grid computing was a vision of
sharing the computers to use for solving the largescale of scientific, technical or business data or
problems. It has emerged as a new technology that
able to bring the high performance distributed
infrastructures for users. [1] Some of the industries
area are started to merge with the grid-based
technologies such as Aerospace, Automotive,
Agriculture, Financial and also the Medical area [2].
In medical area, there are many medical projects
started to integrate with the grid computing. One of
the projects is the Biomedical Informatics Research
Network (BIRN) [10]. It is a national initiative that

developed to assist the data sharing and online
collaboration biomedical research. This project is
focusing on the neuroimaging studies [6], [7], [9].
Besides, in Europe Union, there is a project called
MammoGrid [7], [8], [11] was implemented, while in
German, the project MedIGrid [7], [12] was
introduced. MammoGrid is a project that aims to
prove that Grid infrastructures to facilitate the
collaboration between the researchers and clinicians
across the Europe Union. MedIGrid project is used to
investigate the application of Grid technologies for
manipulating a large medical database.
Nowadays, the medical data such as medical
videos and images all are improved their quality from
1D (e.g. cardiograms and encephalograms) and 2D
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(e.g. X-rays) images into 3D (e.g. tomography) or 4D
(3 spatial dimension + time) images / videos. Those
improvements have increased the size of these
medical data. Thus, nowadays, a single, small
storage is already not enough for used in storing
them. By using the grid-based solution, large-scale of
the medical data are stored using the grid storage.
Unlike single, small storage, which just can be access
by few users in a particular place, grid-based storage
allows the entire hospital users such as doctors, nurses
and physical technicians, that have the permission to
access it for storing and retrieving all the related
patient medical data under the same VO (virtual
organization).
However, for a grid-based medical data storage
service, the Quality-of–Service (QoS) is very
important. If a service system has a better QoS, it will
provide a better service for the users. Otherwise, it is a
useless service. Thus, the Quality-of–Service (QoS) of a
grid-based medical data storage service must be
focused and studied [3].

2.0 EXISTING VIDEO SPLITTING TECHNIQUE
The volume for video of medical data is much bigger
than the image data. Therefore, during the video
data transfer to the grid storage, normally the largescale volume of data will be split into few chunks and
transfer to the storage for replication and storing.
From the previous paper [3], they had investigated
that the different type of media file splitting
techniques will affect some of the Quality-of-Service
requirements (such as initial provisioning delay for the
video data streaming process, average CPU time
used for parallel retrieving back the data, and also
total time download for a complete data file) of a
service system.
In previous papers [3], [4], [5], they stated some
commons on splitting techniques that currently been
used for splitting the media file data. One of the most
common used splitting techniques is the uniform
splitting technique and Fibonacci-based Splitting
Technique.

where the size of ith chunk is assumed to be
proportional to the ith Fibonacci number. Equation (2)
below is the formula for this techniuqe,

___V___
Vi = F (i) *

n

∑ F(i)

(2)

i =1

(2)
Where:
V is assumed as the size of the whole video file,
Vi is the size of ith chunk, with i = 1,…,n,
n is the number of chunks,
F(i) indicates as ith term of Fibonacci series.
2.3 Fibonacci-based Splitting With V1min Technique
However, there is a limitation, where the first size of
the chunk has to be inferiorly limited; in fact, the
value of the first chunk rapidly decreases when
number of chunk increases, thus the values for the
first chunk is not efficiently playable in multimedia
streaming [3], where the size of the file are truncated
which was enhanced from Fibonacci-based Splitting
technique. This truncated version technique is named
as “Fibonacci-based Splitting With V1min technique”
[3].
This truncated version technique is also based on
the Fibonacci number, which is similar to Fibonaccibased Splitting technique. However, the author
decided to use only first
terms of fibonacci series
and by forcing all the remaining terms to assume the
F( ) value. Once the size of the file (V) and the
number of chunks (n) are fixed, the value can be
obtained with respect to minimum value accepted
for size of the first chunk, expressed as V1min.[3]. The
below is the formula for this truncated version
technique,
______V_______ ≥

V1min

+
2.1 Uniform Splitting Technique

Using the following Fibonacci series property:

This splitting technique, the entire video file will be
splited into the same size of chunks. Below is the
equation used for this splitting technique:
V
Vi = n

(3)

(1)

Where:
V is assumed as the size of the whole video file,
Vi is the size of ith chunk, with i = 1,…,n,
n is the number of chunks.
2.2 Fibonacci-based Splitting Technique
In paper [3], Fibonacci-based Splitting technqiue was
introduced. Fibonacci-based splitting is the splitting
technique that based on the Fibonacci number,

+ 1 = F (𝓍 +2)

(4)

Relation (2) [3] can be expressed as:

F(𝓍+2) + (

-𝓍) F(𝓍) ≤

__V__
V1min

+1

(5)

that provides an easy way to identify the requested
value of .
The dimension of each chunk (Vi) can be calculate
as below:-
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_____V____________
Vi = G ( ) * F( +2) + ( – ) F( ) -1

=1,…,

(6)

Where

(7)
Where:

G(i) =
Among those existing techniques, the uniform
splitting technique will gives a high initial delay for the
first chunk downloading process. This is because the
first chunk data size is bigger than the other splitting
technique’s first chunk data size. Thus, during the
joining process, the start time for joining the video
chunk back into a complete data file will increase
the time due to the system had to wait several of
time to retrieve back the first chunk from the grid
storage.
For Fibonacci-based Splitting with V1min Technique,
due to controlling the first chunk size by setting the
minimum chunk size, it is giving the smallest initial
delay among the other splitting techniques.
However, it is not the best technique to used
because the algorithm needs to check every
possible first chunk size that is smaller than the
minimum size, and choose the nearest first chunk size
to split, thus this will increase the waiting time.

3.0 PROPOSED NEW “EXPONENTIAL-AND
UNIFORM-BASED SPLITTING TECHNIQUE
3.1
Exponential-and-Uniform-based
Technique (ExpoNUni)

Splitting

To avoid the complexity of checking the most
nearest minimum first chunk size, and also aimed to
reduce the delay time from the existing techniques, a
new splitting algorithm named – “Exponential-AndUniform-based (ExpoNUni) Splitting Technique” is
introduced by us. This proposed “ExpoNUni”
technique is a splitting technique that is based on the
exponential equation. The first four chunks will be
following the exponential equation to split, while the
remaining size of the video chunks file will split by
forcing to use the F(3) value. Below is the formula for
this technique,

F(x) indicates as xth term of Fibonacci series.
V is assumed as the size of the whole video file,
VX is the size of Xth chunk, with X = 0,…,n,
n is the number of chunks.
In our algorithm, we use the first 4 terms of the
Exponential series only, and forcing all the remaining
terms to assume as the 4th term value. The reason
that we use the first 4 terms value only is because
starting from the fifth term value of the exponential
series, all the remaining terms value are too big. Thus,
they are not suitable to use for splitting.
From our algorithm, we found that the first chunk
video size is smaller than the existing techniques’ first
chunk video size. Due to this reason, we believed
that the “initial delay” evaluation metric in our
splitting technique is lesser than the existing splitting
techniques and also because of the reducing of
initial delay, compare with the existing splitting
techniques, our splitting technique will enhanced the
joining of the video chunks together.
Thus, compare with the existing Fibonacci Splitting
Technique, our splitting technique is giving by
average 1.43% lesser time for downloading a
complete video file to the user’s pc from the grid
storage, while compare to existing Uniform Splitting
Technique, the average of 1.67% of downloading
time is decreasing. For the file download time, in the
averages of 1.43% (ExpoNUni vs Fibonacci) and 1.67%
(ExpoNUni vs Uniform) of decreasing which we
believed the reasons of exponential equation in our
algorithm.

4.0 GRID-BASED VIDEO FILE STORAGE TEST
BED IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Case Study: Medical Data Grid Storage
In traditional medical data storage, the ultrasound
machine will send the echocardiography data into
the single, standalone desktop computer for viewing
or temporary storing. Then, to avoid the missing of
those echocardiography data and also for reducing
the usage of the computers storage, commonly, the
technician will using the compact disk (CD) or other
device
storage
to
physically
store
the
echocardiography data as shown in Figure 1.
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However, for long period, due to having more and
more patients, there will be more and more compact
disks
used
in
physical
storage
of
the
echocardiography data. Thus, there will be more
space
need
to
use
for
storing
these
echocardiography
data
CD.
Besides,
the
management on these CD is also a problem due to
increasing of the CDs’ volume. To avoid the missing
of these disks, an idea on using the grid computing
storage for storing these data is introduced.

Figure 1 Process of retrieval, transferring and permanent
store the echocardiography data in PPUKM

4.2 Our Grid Storage Test Bed Implementation
Due to avoid the missing of data, we proposed the
grid storage to replace the compact disks (CD) to
store all the related and important medical video
data. In the test bed, the medical video data will be
transferred into the computer and store in the grid
storage through a grid portal that we developed as
shown by Figure 2. During the data transmission, the
data file will be split into various chunks for storing. At
the final process, the evaluation metrics such as
delay for the data transmission, average CPU time
per chunk used, and the total download time for a
complete video file are being measured.

Figure 2 Our grid-based medical video file storage test bed

5.0 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed the current video file
splitting techniques that is used for splitting the video
data. We also introduced our new algorithm for the
video file splitting technique that had overcome the
download time of the video transmission by 1.43% of
decrement for comparing with the Fibonacci Splitting
Technique and 1.67% of decrement for comparing
with the Uniform Splitting Technique. We have
explained our grid-based file splitting test bed that
used for testing and implementation of the algorithm.
From the discussions on those splitting techniques
and our new technique, we believed that our
Exponential-And-Uniform-based (ExpoNUni) Splitting
Technique is the most appropriate technique for
splitting the medical video data in terms of
downloading time.
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